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Breathe And Lift In Angelic Love, Light And Compassion as you receive a powerful angelic energy

transmission that is woven into each and every word of this powerful book!Â This incredibly uplifting

book contains 7 angel messages and 2 bonus .MP3 angel messages.Here are the titles of the

messages and the angels channeled for each channeling in the book.1. Letting Go & Connecting

With Your Soul Light ~Archangel Haniel2. Through Love All Things Are Possible ~Archangel

Metatron3. Connect with Your Angel Energy Healing Team ~Angel Guide Orion4. Express Your

Creative Source Light ~Archangel Gabriel5. Healing Through Forgiveness ~Archangel Metatron6.

Release and Rebirth ~Archangel Michael7. Return Home to Consciousness and to Love

~Archangel MetatronAs a clear channel of the light, Melanie has been recording and distributing

angel messages since 2009. With the intention to get messages of love, light and compassion out

into the world, this book was created.By reading these messages and tuning into the angelic

frequencies they contain, you are able to connect with the one divine energy for love, healing and to

bring more joy and abundance in to your life.Manifesting blessings in your life and the life of others

is an important aspect of your true purpose here on Earth. As you build up your spiritual light, you

are able to more easily share positive blessings and you become more protected from the negativity

of every-day life.See what others have said about Melanie&apos;s channeled messages:"Thank

You for helping me connect with my Angels! I am very grateful for the healing and insight I

received...Blessings" ~Brianne"Thank you, Melanie. The channeled messages are amazing and

have been of great help to me! Much love," -Quana"I cannot tell you how much benefit I get from

your channelings, they are honestly wonderful beyond description!" - GaryYou can view

Melanie&apos;s first book, &apos;Let Your Light Shine&apos; on , here .com/dp/B00AA59U9W
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This was one of the most inspiring books I've read in years. You can feel the calming voice of the

author as she guides you through relaxation and meditation with angels. I felt immediate release of

all negativity surrounding me. Her ability to take the reader through guided intention setting and the

healing energy of angels is poetic. My heart sings as I am wrapped in angel wings and experience

total joy.

Melanie Beckler's book is surprising. It has a beautiful upliftment that one needs everyday.It is a

constant reminder of our source, of the light we have within that so easily dims whenwe are in our

everyday world. Reading it is like a daily talk with God or a meditation thatbrings us to our soul

intent. It isn't just a light read about angels. It is truly messages from the messengers,the ones that

are here to help, only by a simple request. Ask and you shall receive. Don't take it lightly. Itis

insightful and loaded with energy beyond the words!

This wonderful book by Melanie with the profound messages from the Angels has made the soul

within mefly with Love, with Hope, with a spiritual ecstacy thatI will carry with me forever. Kudos to

Melanie and herunique ability to channel the beautiful Angels.

This book came to me at a time when I really needed it. It will put you on the right path of your

spiritual journey.I recommend this book to all.

I've been listening to Melanie's guided messages for about two years now, and they are extremely

helpful (an understatement) in times of distress and confusion, and this book is no different. The

messages are powerful, of course, and uplifting, but there is something unique about Melanie



herself, the tone in which she speaks, her energetic signature, and her love for humanity, that

combine to make the messages "better than".In other words, her "filter" seems to improve the

information that she channels, and makes it better than it might otherwise be had it been brought

through by anyone else. To make the experience even better, I recommend listening to her mp3's

on her website, and reading this book, both, so that when you read the book, you hear her voice in

your head, instead of just seeing words on the page. That makes it more powerful, and uplifting.The

bottom line is this book will help you immensely if you need support, guidance encouragement, and

some "wind in your sails". Definitely a 5 star book and I am looking forward to more from her!

I really loved this book! I am aware that every thing is energy, every thing, even written and spoke

words. This book brings you to a point of connection that lifts your energy frequency so high that

you can lift up out of your body if this is what you wish to do! I love going up to the Universe and

hanging with the Angels! With the energy shift of our earth, things can seem unsettling and to some

frightful. Melanie's channeled messages contained in this book, well, it brings light to your life, helps

you ground and center yourself in your heart and it is in your heart that you just know that everything

will be ok, better than ok, it is how it is supposed to be. These messages are an upliftment to the

soul! Thank you Melanie for your service as a channel, as the Angels always say, you are so dearly

loved!

As I know how everything is sooo connected, Angel Messages demonstrates that fact! If you want

to feel supported and to be inspired to continue to walk your Godly walk, enjoy this opportunity to

know what you know... these are some of my guys! Thanks Mel!Infinite blessings...Love to

Love,Absolutely

I very much enjoyed reading Melanie's book on Angel messages. This book is comforting and

supporting. I will indeed, read and re-read often for reassurance, blessings, and self improvement.

Thank you Melanie!
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